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Hi everyone, welcome to another issue of UpstateLIVE. As 
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venue is the Town Ballroom. Upcoming events worth noting are 

-
www.townballroom.com  
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venue is coming to Batavia. The owners of Glassroots have 
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www.myspace.com/luckys >>> 

www.timherroncorporation.com 

www.dansmallpresents.com for info 

www.electricco.net >>> Guthrie 
-
-

myspace.com/guthriebell >>> 

www.darkstarorchestra.net 

northeast. UpstateLIVE will sponsor the whole run, which 
-

north country favorite at www.saranaclakewaterhole.com 

info - myspace.com/monopole >>> The Bearsville Theater, 

www.bearsvilletheater.com 

our new blogspot, www.upstatelivemusic.blogspot.com or 
www.UpstateLIVE.com

peace - herby one









Zach Deputy Chases the Storm with his New Album, Sun-
shine. 

Luckily for Upstate New York, the dreary summer days of 
overcast skies and heavy rains are beginning to fade. Hail-
ing from the South Carolina coast, one man looping sensa-
tion, Zach Deputy, has sunshine on his mind, and is chasing 
away the storm through his eclectic blend of soulful satu-
rated sounds.

This summer, Zach Deputy has shed his radiance on the 
North East in support of his new album, Sunshine, released 
on a new indie label, United for Opportunity, in July. Re-

Deputy’s repertoire as a one man master of live looping 
technique, bringing elements of his unforgettable live perfor-
mances into the studio, channeling to listeners the authentic 
Deputy sound.

“In this album, I feel that I really locked down my sound,” said 
Deputy. “It’s a very eclectic sound, but it is all drawn together 
with the soul.”

an unstoppable energy that parallel’s much of Deputy’s live 
artistry, hitting listeners with music where moving the body 
comes as an automatic response. The Way You Make Me 

with its rootsy, earthy sound, slowing down the pace, yet 
still stays true to Deputy’s sound. Next in line comes Twisty 

Zach Deputy – Sunshine

Twisty, a song that draws on Deputy’s St. Croix family heri-
tage, which makes light of a bad situation by telling the tale of 

and playful lyrics. 

Compared to his previous recording, Out of the Water, a new 
sound presents itself on Sunshine, bridging together elements 
of pop and soul to create an authentic Motown sound. Games 

beats, continues groove, and blend of vocal splendor. 

As if the name alone doesn’t give it away, Dr. Doctor is a 
blues oriented track that sheds light on Deputy’s impressive 
range of style woven throughout Sunshine. The album’s 
sixth track, Paramus balances an edgier electric guitar- 
driven sound with the roots and soul of reggae, once again 
hitting on the variety of Deputy’s looping technique. 

Sunshine is the album’s title track, a track that certainly gives 
off a infectious sound, permeating a feeling of sunshine and 
warmth throughout. Behind the lyrics and instrumentals, one 
can imagine that contagious Buddha smile painted across 
Deputy’s face during every live performance as he projects 
his groove-saturated sound coming straight from the core.

Really hitting on the soul comes the track Real, where 
one can actually feel the heart driving the song. This song  
captures the true essence of Deputy with its lyrical purity, 
amazing vocals, and seamless acoustic guitar variance.

The albums concluding tracks, Stay and Cool Yourself Off, 
combine elements of blues and gospel, tying the knot on 
the thread that stitches together the wide variety of Deputy’s 
impressive sound. 

While some bands struggle to capture the true essence of 
live sound while in the studio, according to Deputy, it all 

“Anything you do, no matter what, if you second guess your-
self, it’s not going to be up to par,” said Deputy. “It has to be 
a natural feeling. No matter what, I feel the songs. I sing with 
the soul to capture the essence of the song, and draw from the 

Accompanying Deputy on Sunshine are Yahuba “El Pollo” 
Garcia, James and Jason Cohen, and Matthew Gianarros 
of the Ryan Montbleau Band – a band that helped Deputy 
establish his repertoire in the North East region of the United 
States.

sates, “Nobody knew who I was, I was basically playing for 
whoever showed up.” Clearly much has changed since then 
as Deputy tours the North East once again, playing to ener-
getic and enthused crowds, using Sunshine as a way to break 
through the grey, sharing his passion and leaving fans with 
the soulful sounds that keep them coming back for more. 

Visit www.zachdeputy.com for more information, includ-
ing a list of tour dates. By Kayla MacLachlan - Article and 
Cover photos by Tara Theriault



left off avoids the old cliché ‘sophomore slump.’ True to a 
portion of Jimkata’s melodic persuasions, “Burn My Money” 
takes some ambitious leaps sonically and some venturous 

self-titled LP just over a year ago. While many of Jimkata’s 
loyal base are “20-somethings”, those born in the 70’s may 
recall Jimkata’s slightly evolving sound as early 80’s new 
wave meeting jam inspired prog-rock. Say, Talking Heads 

music.

Vocals have been the dynamic force for Jimkata and The 
lyrical theme of “Burn My Money” is no exception: Knowing 
where you’re going but never forgetting where you’ve come 
from. It’s the journey we all strive for. The Destination being 

freedoms amidst artistic exploration. As far as the instru-
mentation and experimentation of the album, it’s a much 
more mature expression from the busy Ithaca quartet. 

On the second track One to Ten
from a mid-aged listener could yield echoes of the 80-90’s 
synth hit’, Jesus Jones’ Right here, Right now. While jam-
ming is present on “Burn My Money”, One to Ten really is a 

-
haps even Umphrey’s McGee. This song is also a potential 
vehicle for ‘crossover success’ as a record executive may 
put it. 

On Baby, Put it on Me, rhythm guitarist and lead singer 

all these things we place. Value on Will. Always be erased. 
After we go. After we go. After we go away.” Recalling 
Phish’s Theme from the Bottom’s lyrics “Throw away stuff 
you don’t need in the end. Keep what’s important and know 
who’s your friend,” the song is another ‘coming-of-age’ type 
song where Jimkata shows their jam chops with melodies, 

drummer Packy Lunn drops consistent beats amid layered 
guitar ultimately propelling a rhythmic swaying hammock. 
True to their roots, the song is reminiscent of some other 
Ithaca-area musicians; most notably, Sims Redmond Band 
or Donna the Buffalo but always with some uniquely Jim-
kata elements.

Jimkata – Burn My Money Ping-Pong is a fun song and a nice use of studio elements. 
However, as an unfortunate bi-product of great studio  

-
merous “Burn My Money” tracks. While perhaps beginning 
a listener’s quest for more harmonized vocals from bassist 
Dave Rossi and lead guitarist Aaron Gorsch, Ping Pong and 
the album’s self-titled track are evidence that Jimkata’s live 
prowess are conducive and perhaps enhanced by a studio 
jam-session. Mid-way through the album, the chameleon  

-
ing rhythms are still omnipresent, begging the comparison 
to The Police.

Place of Dreams
live, it’s also obvious the second half of tracks on “Burn My 
Money” had taken on a completely new feel. Less lyrical-
ly based and more exploratory instrumentally, the last 25 
minutes of the album is proof the band is still jambase.com 
material. Next, Jimkata drops a cleverly titled track “Trunka-
phonic”. with bassy electronic zaps from bassist Rossi. Yet 

simply because it’s the album’s most vocally anemic track. 
True to its lone chorus, “Have we ever thought to slow down”, 
this track is destined to be a favorite from Jimkata loyalists 
who revel the elements of extended live rock ballads.
 

Drums Won’t Guide gently coer-
ces paternal life advice with “Drums won’t guide you into the 

mouth easily son.” This slow-harmonized chant once again 
seems to call upon the themes of balancing love for music 
with actual survival.

The album, more than a year in the making, isn’t a bold 
step for Jimkata. It’s not a safe step either. However, it does 
seem to be the appropriate one. There wasn’t too much that 

these musicians mature, an album like “Burn My Money”, 
while drawing on the bands sensibilities, also begins to 
break down some preconceived notions of Jimkata. Terms 
like “young” or “up and coming” should begin to fall to the 
wayside and comparisons to other local or national bands 

could be just the vehicle Jimkata needs for a successful 
breakthrough en route to collecting some kindling of legal 
tender. 

“Jimkata’s new record “Burn My Money” is available for a 
free download @ www.jimkata.com. 

You can check Jimkata out at www.jimkata.com or 
www.myspace.com/jimkatamusic. 

Youtube at www.youtube.com/jimkatamusic. 

http://www.facebook.com/search/?q=jimkata&init=quick#/
pages/Jimkata/46992814188?ref=ts. 

Jimkata on jambase at http://www.jambase.com/Artists/
Artist.aspx?artistID=34834. 

Jimkata is now on tour across the East Coast supporting 
their new record. By Johnny Goff



Erin Zindle pulls the canvas tapestry open, inviting us into 

prepares us for a trip through the sounds of culture with 
rootsy American lyrics, the exception being the last track, 
Onyame Kokroko; the whole song translated means “great 
God of power and might, Creation bows down at your 
name.” 

A fast temp opener, Book of Matches
is the temptress of the mid-east exhibit. And like the weary 
and dark fortuneteller, this song tells a tale of starting over 
– over and over again and aptly placed on the disc. In The 
Frame, a fun folk song of love gone awry, the bigger picture 
emerges.

Gypsy members of The Ragbirds entertain with a multitude 

ciation for all regions of the world. Accordion laced, Finally 
Almost Ready, delivers an Italian persuasion. While rock 
and roller, guitarist and brother, T.J Zindle cuts the path to 
the American tent with distinctive riffs on Stuck Inside of 
Who You Are, Erin accompanies playfully with her violin.

Percussionist Randall Moore introduces The Limits of Me 

the beat of the lion’s steps, the Ragbirds keep in time with 
congas, drums, tabla, djembe, a doumbek and anything 

-
spersed with fun little drum solos. Tim Dziekan also plays 
congas. And if that’s not enough percussion, bassist Dan 
Hildebrandt gets in on the action with his dunun. 

Panoramic Camera is really one for your own discovery. 
However, it must be said that it is evident producer (and 

The Ragbirds – Finally Almost Ready guest musician) Tim Carbone’s creative and inventive mind 
is at work. The added click of a camera is a perfect touch. 

Although the sun is setting on this fair, the gates are always

Ready will have a lasting effect long after the sun goes 
down. The disc leaves more to be discovered after each 
listen and every exploration is a new adventure. By Tabitha
Clancy

When Revision performed at Castaways in Ithaca last year 

the funk-rock trio invited the entire audience to their house 
(also their practice space) to continue the party. 

The band, formed in 2001 out of Ithaca College’s music 
program, regularly steps outside the bounds of being a 
touring club act. They travel in a vegetable oil-fueled van.
They release albums on USB drives as well as CDs. This
month, the band plays will play on a cruise ship to the Virgin  
Islands. 

Revision’s new album, “Jekyll and Hyde,” captures the
band’s appeal better than any of their previous work. It cap-
tures their two personalities – part amped-up funk act and 
part mellow songcraftsmen – by splitting the album into two 
parts. 

Revision – Jekyll and Hyde



off with “Boom.” Like most of the instrumental tracks, it be-
gins with a simple guitar riff that quickly builds into a furious  
climax. Guitarist Nick Bullock switches between choppy 
wah-wah and reverb-drenched lead while keyboardist John 
“J.P. Petronzio’s organ sounds like a spaceship. It’s perfect 
party music, and a testament to how tight the band has  
become after years of a 100-shows-a-year schedule.

Revision’s members come from different musical back-
grounds – Petronzio grew up listening to ragtime music,  
Bullock was bred on the Grateful Dead and drummer  
Devon Reehl traveled the country with his parents in vaude-

tracks in the album’s second half like the soulful “My Own 

by acoustic guitar. The track has the air of an upbeat ‘40s 

Petronzio hammering a Hamond B-3 while Reehl provides 
plenty of funky starts-and-stops.

Bullock’s gentler vocals carry “Hush Now Honey,” which dis-
cusses the off-limits topics of a new relationship. “So you 
think religion is bad?” Bullock sings. “Well I say it’s just the 
people who make all religions sad.” The disc ends with the 
ballad “Three Days,” which sounds like a nod to the loneli-
ness of the road compete with a distorted arena-rock solo. 

 
By Patrick Doyle - Village Voice freelance writer

The Z-Bones may well be one of Syracuse’s best- kept se-
crets, well, better called a treasure. Boasting a nearly two 
decade history they’ve coined the phrase, “Melting Pot Mu-
sic”. After seeing them live twice this year and hearing their 
new cd, it makes perfect sense. The band blends elements 
of rock, reggae, funk, bluegrass and Americana that seam-
lessly move from one to the other. It was my pleasure to 
introduce them last spring as they took the stage to open 

the highlight that evening, then to watch them warm up the 
crowd before Childhood’s End’s annual concert at Island-

The Z-Bones – zy.go.ma.tic

shows clearly on stage as the interactions between band 
members and the crowd made everyone feel a part of the 
performance.

drums, Mike Gridley on guitar and vocals, Mike Lounsbery 
on percussion, harmonica and vocals and Ed Zacholl on
guitar and vocals. As one of central NY’s longest running 

their newest release.

zy.go.ma.tic opens with the straight forward “You Must Be
Kidding”, penned by Eddie Z., telling a tale of love gone
wrong and turned back around on the protagonist. “Not 

the “almost the one” feeling we all have in our lives.

Quick harmonica and guitar licks set the emotion and the 

“Cross The Line”, co-written by the whole band is one of
my favorites from their live performance and reads well on
disc, especially when the layered harmonies kick in. Almost
wistful in it’s appreciation of a chance given. “Shimmy Like
A Skeleton”, the next Ed Z. offering is a classic Z-Bones “get 
up and dance y’all” rave up. One of the best examples here

Good” lets the boys show off their reggae element through 
the rhythm guitar line, Louie’s drum feel and syncopated 
lead vocal line. The track placement is perfect as the overall 
feel of the cd continues to build. “Hard To Explain” is the 
next story in the quest for harmony, happiness and how we
move on to the next chapter. A thematic element that seems
to run through this recording.

“Morning Glory” sounds victorious with it’s upbeat drive and
soaring guitar solos, almost a spirit content with it’s place 
ranging from it’s light acoustic opening feel to it’s well re-

really is, no matter what the perception of that may be to 
others. The guitar leads come through even stronger here, 
much like the character in the song. Very effective.

“Everybody’s Neighborhood” has a very Dead-like feel in
the groove, easily translated to live performance. When
Mike blows his harp you can picture the crowd moving, then
the band grooves so hard you can’t help but want to move.
The closing track, “Put Some Miles On This Year” is the

 
Ulster Street Studios, produced and mixed by the band 
themselves.

Quite eclectic in it’s opening, this piece is The Z-Bones at
their most oblique. Giving the listener space to inject their
own meaning and feel once again that they are a part of it.
This is The Z-Bones doing what they do best, taking a big 
part of themselves and sharing it with all of us. 

Be sure to catch The Z-Bones live, their communal feel-

and smiling as much as the band does performing. You
can learn more and keep up with the band at their website:  
www.zbonezone.com and on facebook at facebook/The 
Z-Bones. By Greg Jackson
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Glen Phillips is best known for his work with alternative, 
rootsy-folk rockers Toad the Wet Sprocket. His vocals front-
ed the ‘90s band that produced such hits as “All I Want” and 
“Walk on the Ocean.” The songs gained them a cult-like fol-
lowing on the college circuit. In 1998, Toad disbanded, citing 
creative differences. About two years later, Glen pursued a 
solo career, shortly thereafter befriending the members of 
Nickel Creek, which ultimately led to the formation of Works 
Progress Administration – a band that has brought him back 
to a happy state of mind, musically and personally.

I normally I cover acts that roll through western New York, 
but recently my travels brought me to Portland, Oregon, 
where I sat with Glen and talked about his new project. This 
is what he had to say.

Congratulations on your newest project, Works Prog-
ress Administration, also known as WPA. Can you tell 
us who was involved with the recording of the self-titled 
album?
Sure. Sean Watkins (Nickel Creek,) Luke Bulla (Lyle Lovett) 
and myself are the core members, but the expanded version 

Glen Phillips: Life after Toad
Words and Photo by Joe Koch

includes Sara Watkins (Nickel Creek,) Benmont Tench (Tom 
Petty and the Heartbreakers,) Greg Leisz (Bill Frisell and 
Joni Mitchell,) Pete Thomas (Elvis Costello and the Impos-
ters) and Dave Faragher (Elvis Costello and the Imposters.) 

Wow! That’s an impressive line-up. Can you explain the
core line-up versus the expanded line-up?
Well, when we decided to do this, we just didn’t think about 
the complexity of touring – 
why we did it the way we did it. There were no A & R people, 
there was nobody but musicians saying which songs we 
liked, what songs we thought were best, what we believed 
was authentic. There was no one there second guessing our 
decisions. It was awesome to make music with people of 
that level in an environment with no one telling you what to 
do. It was a wonderful experience. 

So this project started with the understanding that the ex-
panded players have their day jobs. For example, Benmont 
was supposed to play with us recently, but Tom Petty wanted 
to record, so Benmont had to go to his day job. With this 
approach, on any given night you may see us performing 
with the core three all the way up to eight members. It just 

live show a unique experience.

What inspired this eclectic group of musicians to form 
WPA?
It’s a culmination of a lot of things. About 10 years ago, I met 
Sara and Sean when they opened for me at Largo, a club in 
L.A. They sat in on my set and we instantly hit it off. 

This ultimately led to Flanny, the owner of the club, giving 
them their own show, called The Watkins Family Hour, every 
Thursday night. They’ve done that for six years. Benmont 
and Greg became fans of their show and shortly after started 
sitting in with them, forming the house band. 

Pete Thomas had played on a solo record of mine. Sean and 
Sara had been playing with Luke since they were 12 years 
old, through the bluegrass circuit. So we’ve all known each 
other for a long time.

It was a show (Glen Phillips and Friends Evening) that we 
did in Santa Barbara that made us want to record an album. 
Sara and Sean brought Luke, Greg and Ben came up and 
Grant Lee Phillips was there. It sounded amazing. 

Coincidentally, Sean ran into Jim Scott, who has engineered 
everyone from Tom Petty to the Rolling Stones and he 
agreed to work with us in his studio. 

The whole thing came together naturally. Nothing was pre-
meditated.

Is WPA a super-group?
We are not a super-group! I chafe at that. I don’t like that 
word. A super-group is a marketing thing for rock bands.  
After a show at Largo, we go back to Sean’s place and 
play for another four hours. I’m not going to name drop, but 
people just show up ‘cuz they want to play. The community 
of musicianship is just amazing. We’re all just good friends. 
Besides, we’re not all that super. A super-group is members 
of Foo Fighters, Queens of the Stone Age and Led Zeppelin 
forming a band.



WPA is remaining an independent band on an indepen-
dent label. How does that impact things?

for a sugar daddy.

We originally went back and forth on managements and 
whether or not to approach labels. But we’re happy with how 
we did it. I’m glad we did an actual proper release with the 
album. Knowing that I have people on my side and that I 
have my friends next to me in this band makes it a lot less 
scary to walk into again.

How does WPA compare to being in Toad the Wet 
Sprocket?

-
ting together with a bunch of bros and making a record, not 
knowing what would happen, not really thinking about the 
future. The big difference now is that I have three kids and I 
really do have to think about the future.

But as far as music, I’m back to making music with people 
that I love and I’m excited about it. The caliber of talent is on 
a whole other level. We were just kids learning how to play 
and write songs in Toad, but that’s why those early albums 
had such a great vibe.

Being that a lot of WPA’s fans are probably Toad and 
Nickel Creek fans, what can they expect live?

the show where we break it down acoustically and you might 
hear a Toad song, NC song and maybe even something from 
my solo catalog. Luke and Sara do some bluegrass covers 

learning new stuff.

What do you like to do when you’re not playing music?
My main goal is to be home more. I have an incredible fam-
ily. I have the most wonderful friends. I have a great life!  

good balance.

UpstateLIVE
is looking for dedicated music fans that 

can assist us in the following areas

WRITING 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

WEB DESIGN 
STREET TEAM

College Internships and Volunteer  
Positions are available

contact for details: 

upstatelivenet@gmail.com
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Smell the pineapple, it’s pineappley! 






